Neural discharge in the superior colliculus during target search paradigms.
Neural studies of oculomotor function in the past have been conducted with the use of very simple visual stimuli. More recently there has been a new emphasis on using more natural stimuli to extend our knowledge of oculomotor organization. Visual search paradigms are an example of the use of these more natural visual surrounds. In search a subject must locate and saccade to a target that appears simultaneously with an array of distractors. When monkeys are used in this paradigm, it is possible to record from neurons located in various central structures in the brain while the initial visual response, subsequent discrimination processes and final saccadic movement unfold. In the present study we used an array of four visual stimuli, and the target was distinguished by its odd color from three distractors of uniform color. Location of the target within the array and its color were randomly selected on each trial. Neurons located in the deeper layers of the superior colliculus (SC) were recorded by standard methods in blocks of search trials. We found several new features in the discharge of SC neurons using this search paradigm that have not previously been reported in studies using single-target visual displays. (1) In contrast to the "winner take all" behavior previously reported for the SC, we found evidence of concurrent processing of alternative movement vectors. When incorrect movements were made to distractor locations, this concurrent activity was associated with significantly shorter intersaccadic intervals. (2) The discharge profile of the visual response in many units was modified by the appearance of a second prominent peak which followed the initial phasic visual response, but which was clearly differentiated from a third burst in activity associated with a saccade into the cell's response field. In some neurons, the activity in this second peak was discriminatory for the impending saccade vector. That is, it was larger when the target appeared in the response field of the cell than when it contained a distractor. This target selection signal was thus distinct from the burst normally associated with saccades into the movement fields of SC neurons. (3) Some saccades in search had a curved trajectory bowing toward the location of a distractor. These saccades were accompanied by an elevated discharge of neurons coding that distractor.